Hi! My name is Blue-Bot and I’m Bee-Bot’s brother from another mother!

I can do everything that Bee-Bot can do, but I also have the ability to be more sophisticated. Primary grade elementary children love me, but some of my advanced capabilities make me a great choice for upper grade elementary children.

**Fun Facts About Me:**

- I have a clear shell so that students can peak at the computer chips that bring me to life!
- I can be programmed using my bright push buttons, using my tactile reader, or from my App!
- I have the ability to remember up to 240 instructions at once.
- I can be used in the same way as Bee-Bot, but I refuse to wear yellow and black!

**Getting to Know Me:**

**Effort Guage**

**Things that make me special:**

- I can work as is or with my tactile reader or my App via my Bluetooth connectivity.
- My tactile reader and tiles makes learning to code a direct hands-on experience!
- I can make 45 degree turns using special tiles or within my App.
- I can be told to do the same instruction over and over using Repeat tiles or with the Repeat command in my App therefore helping students learn about Loops!

**Things that make me a little weird:**

- Even though I’m not a ridiculously over-sized bee like my brother Bee-Bot we do share many of the same quirks.
- I prefer walking on a mat and walk most accurately on smooth surfaces.
- I can only take 15 cm steps.
- I can only move forward and backward.
- If you program me to take a 45 degree turn I won't completely move into a new square on the floor mat.

Find out more: [https://moboces.libguides.com/Bee-bots](https://moboces.libguides.com/Bee-bots)